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ABSTRACT 
A real m-by-n matrix A is semipositive if there is a vector x/> 0 such that 
Ax > 0, the inequalities being entry'wise. A is minimally semipositive if A is 
semipositive and no column-deleted submatrix of A is semipositive. We characterize 
the sign patterns of (possibly nonsquare) minimally semipositive matrices which have 
no zero entries. The work depends trongly on previous results by Johnson, Leighton, 
and Robinson on the sign patterns of square inverse positive matrices, and a major 
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tool is a theorem concerning complete bipartite subgraphs of bipartite graphs that 
may have independent interest. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The property of semipositivity has been examined in the case of square 
matrices with specified sign patterns. For example, [1] considers the connec- 
tion between semipositivity and M-matrices for matrices with nonpositive 
entries off the diagonal. In [3], semipositivity of general rectangular matrices 
with no specified sign pattern is studied, and several results of that work will 
be useful in this paper. The study of semipositivity from the qualitative point 
of view was begun in [5], with results that will be explained below. It is the 
purpose of this paper to further the investigation of qualitative semipositivity 
by characterizing those full sign patterns that allow minimal semipositivity. In 
so doing, we prove a theorem (Theorem 2.1) concerning bicliques in bipartite 
graphs which may have independent interest. 
A real m-by-n matrix A is called semipositive (SP) provided there is a 
real n-vector x >i 0 such that Ax > 0. Vector and matrix inequalities here 
and throughout he paper are entrywise. Equivalent to his condition for 
semipositivity is the statement that there is a real n-vector x > 0 such that 
Ax > 0. The matrix A is minimally semipositive (MSP) provided A is 
semipositive and no column-deleted submatrix of A (i.e. matrix obtained 
from A by deleting at least one column) is semipositive. A is redundantly 
semipositive (RSP) provided A is semipositive and not minimally semiposi- 
five. 
In this paper we discuss sign patterns that allow minimal semipositivity. 
An m-by-n sign pattern is an m-by-n array S of symbols chosen from 
{ +, - ,  0}. A sign pattern is full if each entry is + or - .  A realization of S is 
a real m-by-n matrix A such that 
aij > 0 when s~j = +,  
aij <0 when sij = - ,  
aij = 0 when s,j = O. 
If P is a property that a matrix may have, then the sign pattern S allows P if 
there is a realization of S that enjoys property P, and S requires P if each 
realization of S enjoys P. 
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In this language, the most obvious qualitative questions concerning semi- 
positivity are the six questions: which sign patterns allow and which require 
each of the properties emipositivity, minimal semipositivity, and redundant 
semipositivity? Five of these questions were answered in [5]. The sixth, 
concerning sign patterns that allow minimal semipositivity, was left open. We 
will resolve the sixth question for the case in which S is a full sign pattern. 
A real square matrix is inverse nonnegative (inverse positive) provided it 
is nonsingnlar and its inverse is entrywise nonnegative (positive). Central to 
our work are the following results from [3] and [4]. 
THEOREM 1.1 [3]. A real square matrix is minimally semipositive if and 
only if it is inverse nonnegative. 
If M is an m-by-n matrix or sign pattern, and if a ___ {1, 2 . . . . .  m} and 
/3 ___ {1,2 . . . . .  n}, then M[a,/3] denotes the submatrix or subpattern of M 
lying in the rows indexed by a and the columns indexed by /3. For p a 
positive integer and a a subset of fi = {1, 2 . . . . .  p}, a'  denotes the comple- 
ment of a in ~. An m-by-n full sign pattern S is complementary provided 
there are sets a _ {1, 2 . . . . .  m} and /3 ___ {1, 2 . . . . .  n} such that at most one 
of a, /3, a', and /3' is empty [that is, the pair (a,  r )  is proper], S[a,/3'] 
consists entirely of - "s, and S[ a', /3 ] consists entirely of + 's. Equivalently, S 
is complementary provided there are permutation matrices P and Q such 
that PSQ has the partitioned form 
[* -1 -4- * , 
in which the diagonal blocks need not be square, or one of the forms 
I*] [1 [* - ] ,  [+ *], + , or , . 
Notice that complementarity requires that at least one of m and n exceed 1, 
since otherwise there are no proper pairs (or,/3). 
THEOREM 1.2 [4]. An n-by-n full sign pattern with n > 1 allows inverse 
positivity if and only if it is noncomplementary. 
For completeness, we conclude this introductory section with a summary 
of the qualitative results in [5]. A { +, - ,  0} sign pattern is said to have form 
G provided each row has a nonzero entry, the rightmost one being a +, and 
in each row after the first the rightmost nonzero entry occurs in a position not 
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to the left of the rightmost nonzero entry in the preceding row. The 
rightmost entry in each row of a sign pattern having form G is called a 
frontal plus of that row, and of the sign pattern. A generalized positive 
column is a sign pattern S which is permutation-equivalent to a sign pattern 
having form G; that is, S = PS'Q for some sign pattern s' having form G 
and some permutation matrices P and Q. In the following five statements, 
each proved in [5], S is assumed to be a { +, - ,  0} sign pattern. 
Allow SP: S allows semipositivity if and only if each row of S contains 
a-t-. 
Require SP: S requires semipositivity if and only if S is a generalized 
positive column. 
Allow RSP: S allows redundant semipositivity if and only if each row of S 
contains a + and there is a column that does not contain the 
only + in any row. 
Require RSP: S requires redundant semipositivity if and only if S is 
permutation-equivalent to a sign pattern S', with S' having 
form G and the frontal plus of the first row not in the first 
column. 
Require MSP: S requires minimal semipositivity if and only if S is permuta- 
tion equivalent to a sign pattern S', with S' having form G 
and each column of S' containing a frontal plus that is the 
only + in its row. 
2. FULLY BLOCKED BIPARTITE GRAPHS 
The proof of our main result, Theorem 3.3, depends strongly on a 
theorem concerning a property of bipartite graphs that we are calling "fully 
blocked." Suppose G is a bipartite graph with bipartition (R, C). That is, G is 
a graph whose vertex set is R U C, in which R and C are disjoint and each 
edge in G joins a vertex in R to a vertex in C. We will write G = G(R, C). 
An isolated vertex in G is a vertex incident with no edge. If Q _ R and 
B c C, then G(Q, B) denotes the subgraph of G obtained by deleting all 
vertices except those in Q and B, and all edges incident with deleted 
vertices. G(R/{r}, C) will be denoted by G - r. If each of Q and B is 
nonempty and G(Q, B) is a complete bipartite graph (that is, each vertex in 
Q is adjacent to each vertex in B), then G(Q, B) is called a biclique in G. If 
r ~ R and c ~ C, then (r, c) denotes the edge joining r and c; that is, the 
statement (r, c) ~ G means that in the graph G there is an edge joining r 
and c. If G(Q, B) is a biclique in G and (r, c) is an edge in G, then (r, c) is 
said to block G(Q, B) in G provided r ~ Q and c ~ B. A biclique in G is 
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blocked in G if there is an edge that blocks it in G. I f  the bicl ique G(Q, B) is 
not blocked in G, we say G(Q, B) fills G. Finally, G is ful ly blocked 
provided that each bicl ique in G is blocked in G: that is, no bicl ique fills G. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G = G( R, C) be a fully blocked bipartite graph with 
IRI > ICI, and suppose G has no isolated vertices. Then there is a vertex 
r ~ R such that G - r is fully blocked and has no isolated vertices. 
Proof. Suppose G = G(R, C) is a fully blocked bipartite graph with no 
isolated vertices. We show that if vertex r in the theorem does not exist, then 
IRI ~< ICI. 
Let S = {r ~ R : 3 a biclique G(R~, C~) in G - r which fills G - r}. 
I f  S = th, then G - t is fully blocked for each t in R, so since r in the 
theorem does not exist, each member  of R corresponds to a member  of C 
adjacent only to it. Since R has no isolated vertices, IRI ~< Ifl and we are 
through. Assume, therefore, that S # ~b. We establish a sequence of state- 
ments labeled (A) through (F). 
(A) I f  r ~ S, there is a c ~ C - C r such that (r, c) ~ G. 
G(R  r, C~) is a bicl ique in G, so there is a (t, c) ~ G such that t ~ R r 
and c ~ C r. I f  t ~ r, then (t, c) blocks G(Rr,  C r) in G - r, a contradiction. 
Thus t = r and (A) is proved. 
(B) I f  r and s are in S, with R r ~= R s and R s ~ ar ,  then 
Rr=R-{r  }, R~=R-(s} ,  and CrACs- -qb .  
We first show that r ~ R, and s E Rr. Suppose r ~ R~. By (A) there is a 
c ~ C - C r such that (r ,  c) ~ G. Since G(R~,C~) fills G - s and r ~ Rs, 
we must have c ~ C s. Let u ~ Rs - R r. Since u ~ R s, c ~ Cs, and 
G(R, ,  C~) is a biclique, we have (u, c) ~ G. But u ~ R r, and c ~ C r, so if 
u ~ r, then (u, c) blocks G(Rr,  C r) in G - r, a contradiction. Hence u = r, 
and r E Rs, again a contradiction. Therefore r E R s. Similarly, s ~ a r. 
We now show: 
if uEa- (nrURs)  and(u , l~)EG , then l) E f rOC s . ( * )  
I f  v ~ C r then, since u ~ R s and hence u g: r, (u, v) blocks G(Rr,  C r) in 
G-  r, a contradiction. Hence v ~ C r. Similarly, v ~ C~, and so ( * )  is 
established. 
Now if C r N C s ~ ~b, each vertex of C r N C s is adjacent o each vertex of 
R r U Rs, SO G(R r U R s, C r ('~ Cs) is a biclique in G. Hence there is a 
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u ~ R - (R~ t,J R~) and a v ~ C - (C~ O C~) such that (u ,v )  ~ G. This 
contradicts (*), so C~ A C~ = ~b. 
We claim that R = R~ kJ R,, for if there is u ~ R - (R  r t.) Rs  ) then, 
since u is not isolated, there is a v such that (u ,v )~ G, so by (*), 
v ~ C r o C~ = ~b, a contradiction. Hence R = Rr kJ R~. 
To show that R - {r} ___ Rr, suppose t ~ R - {r}. I f  t ~ R~, then t ~ R~ 
and we may choose c~C~ so that c~C~.  If  t 4 : r  then ( t ,c )  blocks 
G(Rr,  Cr) in G - r, an impossibility. Hence t = r, contradicting t ~ R - 
{r}. Therefore t ~ R~ and we have R - {r} ___ R~. Since R~ ___ R - {r}, we 
have R r = R - {r}. Similarly, R~ = R - {s}, and (B) is established. 
(C) Let ISl = n > 0. There is an ordering r~, r z . . . . .  r,, of S such that fo r  
some m with 0 <<, m <~ n we have 
RI ~ R2 c "" c R,,, i f  m>0,  
Rm ~ R i fo r  m + l <~ i <~ n i f  m < n. 
where R i denotes Rr .  
Let T = {i ~ S: R i 4: R - {ri}}. Without loss of generality we may as- 
sume that T={1,2  . . . . .  m} and S ={1,2  . . . . .  n}, where m and n are 
integers with 0 ~< m ~< n (if m = 0, T is empty). By (B), the collection 
{R l, R 2 . . . . .  Rm} is monotone, and so we may assume that R 1 ___ R 2 _ "" c_ 
R m. I f l~<i  ~<m <j  ~<nthen R i~ T, soby(B)  e i therR iCR jorR ,_R  v 
Since Iajl = IRI - 1 > IR~I, we have R i c Rj, and (C) is e-stablished. Note 
that it is possible that T= ~b, so that m=0 and Rj=R-{r j}  for all 
r ~ S It is also nossible that T = S, so that m = n and S is linearly ordered j • r -  
by inclusion, and Rj is a proper subset of R - {rfl for all rj ~ S. 
Throughout the rest of the proof, each statement involving m will have an 
obvious interpretation if m = 0 or m = n, and we assume that interpretation 
without further comment. In the following, we denote Cr, by C i. 
(D) By replacing C, with U~=,Cj fo r  1 <~i<<, m, we may assume 
C 1 ~C 2 ~ "'" ~Cm 2C j fo rm+ 1 <~j <~n. Notethatw i th thenewCi ' s ,  
G(Ri ,  C i) remains a biclique, so statement (A) remains valid. 
(E) Let C O = C. For 1 <~ k <~ m, there is an at` E Ct`_ 1 - Ct` such that 
( r  e, at`) ~ G. Furthermore, al, a 2 . . . . .  a m are distinct. 
Let 1 ~< k ~< m. By (A), rt` is adjacent o some at` ~ Ct`. I f  k = 1, we are 
finished. Otherwise, rt` ~ Rt` and Rt`_ a ___ Rt`, so r k ~ Rt`_l. Since 
G(Rt`_ 1, Ct`_ 1) fills G - rt`_ 1, we must have at, ~ Ct`_ 1, so at` ~ Ct`_ 1 - Ck. 
Furthermore, for 1 ~< i < j ~< m, we have aj ~ Cj_ 1 and a i ~ Ci, so since 
i <~ j - 1, a i q~ Cj_ 1 ~ Ci. Therefore a i 4: aj and (E) is proved. 
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(F) There exists {bm+l, bm+2 . . . . .  b,} ~ C such that A = 
{al, a 2 . . . . .  am, bm+l, bm+ 2 . . . . .  b n} has n members, and each of  them is 
adjacent o a vertex in S. 
For 1 ~<k ~<m, a k is adjacent to r k ~ S by (E). I f  m =n,  we are 
through. Otherwise: 
Case I. n =m+ 1. By(A),  r n is adjacent o a vertex b n q~C,. We 
have r,  ~ R,, and Rn-1  = Rm C Rm+l = Rn, so r, ~ R n_l. Since 
G( R ,_  I, C,,_ I) fills G - r ,_  1, we must have b,, ~ C n_ 1 = C m. For 1 ~< k ~< 
m, at, ~ C k and C m c Ck, so a k ~ C m. Hence a k 4: b,. Since b, is adjacent 
to r, ~ S, (F) is established for case I. 
Case II. n >m + 1. For m+ 1 ~<i~<n, let b ,~C i. For m+ 1 ~< 
i , j  ~<n, wehave  C~ V~Cj= 6 by(B),  so b,g:b j .  Let 1 ~<k ~<m <i  ~<n. 
Then a k ~Ck,  so a k t iC  i CC_ C k. Since b~ ~ C i, a k ~ b~. Hence A has n 
members. Now R,n+l = R - {rm+~}, so r,  ~ Rm+ 1. Since bin+ 1 ~ Cm+ 1, 
bin+ 1 is adjacent o r, ~ S. For m + 2 <<, p <~ n, Rp = R - {rp}, so rm+ 1 E 
Rp. S ince  bp ~ Cp, bp is adjacent o rm+ l ~ S. Hence (F) is proved. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, note that if r ~ R, no member of 
R can be an isolated vertex in G - r. Define a "leaF' in C to be a member of 
C whose degree in G is one. 
If S = R, (F) implies Inl = ISI ~< ICI, and so S is a proper subset of R. 
Let Q = R - S. I f  q ~ Q, G - q is fully blocked, so by our assumption, 
G - q has an isolated vertex v which must be in C. Thus q is adjacent in G 
to v, and v is a leaf in C. Now each vertex in A is adjacent o a vertex in S, 
and v is adjacent only to q ~ S. Hence v ~ A. Clearly, the v's from different 
members of Q are distinct. 
Let L = {v : v is a leaf in C adjacent o a vertex in Q}. Then IQI ~< ILl. 
Therefore Ial = ISI + IQ[ = n + IQI ~ n + ILl = IAI + ILl ~< ICI, contra- 
dicting the assumption that I RI > IC l, and Theorem 2.1 is established. • 
3. FULL  SIGN PATTERNS THAT ALLOW 
MINIMAL SEMIPOSITIVITY 
Clearly a full sign pattern with only one column allows minimal semiposi- 
tivity if and only if each entry is a +.  The remainder of the paper will deal 
only with sign patterns having more than one column. 
If  S is an m-by-n full sign pattern with n > 1, we define the bipartite 
graph G(S)  of S as follows. The vertex set R is {rl, r 2 . . . . .  rm}, and the 
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vertex set C is {c 1, cz . . . . .  cn}. The edge (r  i, cj) is in G(S) if and only if 
s,j = - .  If T is permutation equivalent to S, then G(T) is obtained from 
G(S) by a relabeling of the vertices in R and a relabeling of the vertices in C. 
Hence G(S) is fully blocked if and only if G(T) is, and G(S) has an isolated 
vertex if and only if G(T) does. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  S is a full sign pattern with more than one column, then 
S is noncomplementary if and only if G = G(S) is fully blocked and has no 
isolated vertices. 
Proof. To prove the necessity, we assume S is complementary and show 
that G either is not fully blocked or has an isolated vertex. Choose a and/3 
as in the definition of complementary. 
(i) If none of a, /3,  a', and/3' is empty, let H = G(a,/3').  Then H is a 
biclique in G, and the edges not in H that are adjacent to H are the edges 
represented by - ' s  in S[a,/3] and S[a',/3']. When n and edges adjacent to 
H are removed, no edges of G remain, since S[ or',/3] consists entirely of 
+ 's. Hence G is not fully blocked. 
(ii) If ot is empty, S has a column of +'s, so G has an isolated vertex. 
(iii) If a'  is empty, S has a column of -"s, and the biclique generated by 
the corresponding vertex in C and all the vertices in R is not blocked, so G is 
not fully blocked. 
(iv) I f /3 is empty, S has a row of - 's ,  and the biclique generated by the 
corresponding vertex in R and all the vertices in C is not blocked, so G is not 
fully blocked. 
(v) I f /3 '  is empty, S has a row of + 's, so G has an isolated vertex. 
It remains to prove the sufficiency. Suppose first that G is not fully 
blocked. Let H = G(X,Y)  be a biclique in G not blocked in G. Let 
= {i : r i ~ X} and /3 = {j: cj ~ Y}. Neither a nor/3'  is empty, and if a'  
and /3 were both empty, G would be a biclique and so would not be fully 
blocked. Hence the pair (or,/3) is proper. Now S[a,/3']  consists entirely of 
- ' s .  If there were an i ~ a'  and j ~/3  such that sij = - ,  then (r  i,cj) 
would block H in G, a contradiction. Therefore S[ a' , /3] consists entirely of 
+ 's, and S is complementary. 
Now suppose that G has an isolated vertex. If r i ~ R is isolated, choose 
or' = {i} and /3' = ~b. If cj ~ C is isolated, choose ot = ~b and /3 = {j}. In 
each case, the indicated choice shows that S is complementary. • 
The next lemma deals with { +, - ,  0} sign patterns. It constitutes a proof 
of the necessity of the condition in our main theorem, but is more general. 
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Hence this lemma might be useful in a future generalization of our main 
theorem to sign patterns which are not necessarily full. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S be an m-by-n { +, - ,  0} sign pattern. Suppose that K, 
A, and Ix form a partition of ~,  with K nonempty, and that u and ~ form a 
partition of g~ with ~ nonempty. Assume: 
(i) s[~, ~1 ~ 0. 
(ii) / f  }t is nonempty, then S[ A, u ] >1 0 and each row of S[ h, u ] has a +. 
(iii) / f  /z is nonempty, then S[ tx, u] = 0 and S[/x, ~] does not allow 
minimal semipositivity. 
Then S does not allow minimal semipositivity. 
Proof. Since both semipositivity and minimal semipositivity are invariant 
under permutation equivalence, we may assume that 
K= {1 . . . . .  P}, A= {p + 1 . . . . .  q}, /X= {q + 1 . . . . .  m}, 
v={1 . . . . .  r}, and ~:={r+l  . . . . .  n}. 
If S does not allow semipositivity, we are through. Otherwise, let A be a 
semipositive r alization of S, so that 
A = 
A[K, v] A[K, ~]  
A[A, v] A[A, ~] . 
A[/z, v] A[/.t, ~ ] 
We show that A cannot be minimally semipositive. Since A is semipositive, u 
cannot be empty. Clearly any row-deleted submatrix of A is semipositive, so 
[A[ K, U] A[ K, ~ ]] is semipositive. Since the deletion of columns containing no 
positive entries cannot destroy semipositivity, A[ K, u] is semipositive. Fur- 
thermore, a row containing no negative ntries and at least one positive ntry 
may be adjoined to a semipositive matrix without destroying semipositivity, so
by condition (ii) 
A[~UA,~]  = A[~, ~] 
is semipositive. If /z is empty, we are through, for since s c is not empty, 
A[ K U A, v ] is a column-deleted submatrix of A that is semipositive. 
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Suppose now that /~ is not empty. [A[/z, ~,]A[/z, ~ ]] is a row-deleted 
submatrix of A, hence is semipositive, and so by condition (iii) A[/z, ~] is 
redundantly semipositive. It follows that there is a vector z >_, 0 with at least 
one zero component such that A[/z, ~]z > 0. Since A[K tA ;t, u] is semiposi- 
tive, we may select a vector y >_-0 such that A[KU ;t,v]y >0,  and by 
multiplying y by a sufficiently large positive scalar if necessary we may 
assume that A[K U A, v]y > --A[K U A, ~]z. Letting 
we have that x >/0, x has at least one zero component, and 
[ a[Ku A, ]y + a[Ku h, j>0. 
Any column of A corresponding to a zero component of x may be deleted 
without destroying semipositivity, so A is not minimally semipositive. • 
We can now state and prove the main theorem concerning full sign 
patterns which allow minimal semipositivity. A few preliminary remarks will 
ease the exposition. First, notice that the addition or deletion of rows 
consisting entirely of + 's does not affect he allowance of minimal semiposi- 
tivity by a sign pattern, so we may assume there are no rows of + 's. Note also 
that, by [3, Corollary 3.3], no m-by-n sign pattern with m < n can allow 
minimal semipositivity. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let S be an m-by-n full sign pattern with m >_- n > 1, 
and assume S has no row consisting entirely of + 's. Then S allows minimal 
semipositivity if and only if S is noncomplementary. 
Proof. Suppose S is noncomplementary. It follows from Lemma 3.1 and 
Theorem 2.1 that there exists an n-by-n subpattern S n of S whose bipartite 
graph is fully blocked and has no isolated vertices, and which is therefore 
noncomplementary. B  Theorems 1.2 and 1.1, there is a realization A of S n 
that is minimally semipositive. Since S is noncomplementary, it has no row of 
-'s, and so rows that correspond to the deleted rows of S can be adjoined to 
A to form a minimally semipositive r alization of S. Hence S allows minimal 
semipositivity. 
It remains to show that if S allows minimal semipositivity, then S is 
noncomplementary. We prove the contrapositive. Suppose S is complemen- 
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tary, and choose a and/3 as in the definition of complementary. Then /3' is 
not empty, since S has no row of + 's. If a is empty, S has a column of + 's 
and so does not allow minimal semipositivity. Suppose, then, that a is 
nonempty. Then S satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2, with K = a, 
v =/3, )t = a', ~ =/3',  and /z empty. Hence S does not 'allow minimal 
semipositivity, and the proof is complete. • 
The question of which { +, - ,  0} sign patterns allow minimal semipositiv- 
ity seems very difficult. In the square fully indecomposable case, the answer 
is given in [2] (Theorems 1 and 2) and requires consideration of a canonical 
form under permutation equivalence. The question for general rectangular 
{ +, - ,  0} sign patterns is open. 
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